SOL ZIM

FAMILY SEDER

A PASSOVER SING-A-LONG
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
The SOL ZIM FAMILY SEDER is a creative Jewish experience COME TO LIFE. Children and adults alike share the same joyous, warm feelings one should experience during a FAMILY SEDER - the feeling of togetherness, the feeling of oneness.

Sol has created CHASSIDIC MELODIES that blend old, traditional tunes with new contemporary sounds. His unusual ability of creating easy, singable tunes creates an IMMEDIATE INVOLVEMENT. Soon the entire family is swept up into a frenzy of JOYOUS SONG. SOL has created the same sensation IN CONCERT, touring the country and bringing many of his original compositions to Jews throughout the world.

For many years SOL has been leading SEDER SERVICES at hotel resorts, creating a true JEWISH RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE. You will be uplifted to a musical frenzy and feel like dancing to the rhythmic tunes sung by SOL. By contrast, tears will flow as he recreates the pain and suffering the Jewish people have felt for generations.

Take your HAGGADAH in hand as you sing along with the SOL ZIM FAMILY SEDER, and give yourself and your family a treat you will all cherish forever.
CREDITS

All original Chassidic tunes composed by Sol Zim.
Orchestral arrangements by Bob Reisenman.
Recorded at Ultima Studios, Blavelt, NY.
Cover designed by Shepsil Scheinberg.
Printed in U.S.A. All rights reserved.

ADDITIONAL CASSETTES AVAILABLE FROM ZIMRAY

FOR CHILDREN
Sol Zim - Joy of Shabbos (Zimray 107)
Sol Zim - Children's Chanukah Favorites (Zimray 109)
Sol Zim - Shabbos Rock (Zimray 102)

GENERAL
Sol Zim - Great Yiddish Melodies (Zimray 104)
Sol Zim - Joy of Cantorial Prayer (Zimray 108)
Sol Zim - Joy of Israel (Zimray 113)
Sol Zim - Jewish Memories of Papa (Zimray 114)
Sol Zim - Celebration - That's My Boy (Zimray 117)
Sol Zim - Live In Concert (Zimray 118)

NOW AVAILABLE IN CD
Sol Zim Sings Greatest Jewish Melodies (Zimray 111)
SOL ZIM
FAMILY SEDER
A PASSOVER SING-A-LONG

SIDE A: KIDDUSH • SHEHECHEYONU • MA NISHTANA
• AVODIM HOYINU • V'HI SHEOMDO • SHENEMAR

SIDE B: DAYAINU • ELIYOHU HANOVEE • ADIR HU
• ECHOD MI YODEA • KI LO NOEH • CHAD GADYO
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